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Transcube contract  250-2,000 Litres

110% BUNDED
Built-in, weather proof 
secondary containment 
eliminates the need for 
drip trays.

CORNER BRACKETS
Liftable by crane whilst full 
and easily stackable. 

FOUR WAY FORKLIFT 
POCKETS
Quick and easy 
manoeuvring and mobility.

INTERNAL BAFFLES
Designed to maximise 
stability when handling 
the tank full of fuel.

FEATURES

TransCube Contract is a transportable, environmentally friendly double-walled fuel storage 
tank that offers an efficient solution for on site fuelling and auxiliary fuel supply. This 
range features a lockable equipment cabinet, 4-way forklift pockets, and lifting/stacking 
corner brackets for ease of handling. 

The TransCube Contract range offers refuelling versatility in a simplified, economic unit. 
This unit is ideal for sites that don’t require a lot of fuel, but still need efficiency and 
productivity.

LOCKABLE EQUIPMENT CABINET 
Equipment and ports are secure and spills are 
contained. Secure hose access enables fuelling while 
cabinet is locked.
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Ideal uses and applications

Models and capabilities

ONSITE FUEL SUPPLY
Easily refuel machinery on site when needed and 
cut back on fuel delivery waiting times.

FUEL TRANSPORT
Meeting multiple worldwide transport regulations, the 
TransCube can transport fuel safely anywhere you need it. 

LIMITED-ACCESS WORK SITES 
For logistically challenging sites that require fuel, the 
TransCube can be safely lifted by crane or forklift and 
positioned precisely and quickly. 

SPECIFICATIONS 025TCC 045TCC 10TCC 20TCC

Capacity 
(Nominal / safe fill (95%)

250/238 Litres 435/ 413 Litres 880/ 836 Litres 2,000/ 1,900 Litres 

Dimensions 
(L x W x H)

770 x 1,150 x 835 mm 1,150 x 1,150 x 835 mm 1,150 x 1,150 x 1,320 mm 2,300 x 1,120 x 1,025 mm 

Weight 
(empty / full)

220/ 458 KG 335/ 748 KG 360/ 1,196 KG 698/ 2,598 KG 

Design approvals                                                                 ADR- UN IBC 


